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Abstract. A Software Product Line (SPL) is a set of programs, called
variants, which are generated from a common artifact base. Delta-Oriented
Programming (DOP) is a flexible approach to implement SPLs. This
short paper summarises the contributions published in [10]. A foundation
for rigorous development of delta-oriented product lines of statecharts is
provided by defining: a core language for statecharts, DOP on top of it,
an analysis ensuring that a product line is well-formed (i.e., all variants
can be generated and are well-formed statecharts). An implementation
of the analysis has been applied to an industrial case study.

Keywords: Core calculus · Delta-oriented programming · Software prod-
uct line analysis · Statechart.

1 Background

A Software Product Line (SPL) is a set of programs, called variants, which have
well documented variability and are generated from a common artifact base [6].
Delta-Oriented Programming (DOP) [11, 5] [4, Sect. 6.6.1] is a flexible approach
to implement SPLs. A delta-oriented SPL consists of a feature model, an arti-
fact base, and configuration knowledge. The feature model provides an abstract
description of variants in terms of features—each feature represents an abstract
description of functionality and each variant is identified by a set of features,
called a product. The artifact base provides language dependent artifacts that
are used to build the variants—it consists of a base program (that might be
empty or incomplete) and of a set of delta modules (deltas for short), which are
containers of modifications to a program. For example: for Java programs, a
delta can add, remove or modify classes and interfaces; for statechart programs,
a delta can add, remove or modify states and transitions. Configuration knowl-
edge connects the features in the feature model with the artifacts in the artifact
base by associating to each delta an activation condition over the features and
specifying an application ordering between deltas. Once a user selects a product,
the corresponding variant is derived by applying the deltas with a satisfied acti-
vation condition to the base program according to the application ordering. Thus



configuration knowledge defines a mapping from products to variants, and DOP
supports the automatic generation of variants based on a selection of features.

SPL analysis approaches can be classified into three main categories [13]:
product-based, family-based and feature-based. Product-based analyses work only
on generated variants (or models of variants). Family-based analyses work on the
artifact base, without generating any variant or model of variant, by exploiting
feature model and configuration knowledge to derive results about all variants.
Feature-based analyses work on the reusable artifacts in the artifact base (base
program and deltas in DOP) in isolation, without using feature model and con-
figuration knowledge, to derive results on all variants.

2 Contributions of [10]

The toolchain of the HyVar project [2] supports the development of delta-
oriented SPLs of statecharts [8] expressed in the format supported by Yakindu
Statechart Tools [3]. A Yakindu statechart consists of: an interface defini-
tion part, which declares the elements (e.g., events and typed operations) used
by the statetechart to interact with the external environment; and a state defini-
tion part, which defines the structure of the statechart (i.e., a hierarchical state
machine that can use the elements declared in the interface definition part).
This toolchain has been used to develop product lines of car embedded software
systems [2]. It provides: automatic derivation of a statechart variant, C/C++
and Java code generation, linking to external code artifacts, compilation, and
support for guaranteeing that all the statechart variants can be generated and
are well formed.

In delta-oriented programming, the generation of a variant fails when at-
tempting to apply a delta that contains an operation that cannot be executed
(e.g., for an SPL of Yakindu statecharts, adding an already existing event to
the interface definition part, or removing or modifying a non existing state in
the state definition part).

In Yakindu Statechart Tools, a statechart is well formed if the interface
definition part is well-formed (e.g., there are no duplicated declarations) and the
state definition part is well formed, that is: (i) there are no structural flaws
(like, e.g., a dangling transition); (ii) all the elements used to interact with the
external environment are declared in the interface definition part; and (iii) the
use of each of these elements is correct with respect to its declaration (e.g., each
operation is used according to the type declared for it).

The paper [10] provides a formal account of the SPL family-based analysis
technique implemented in the HyVar toolchain. Namely, it:

1. defines Featherweight Statechart Language (FSL), a core textual
language that captures the key ingredients of Yakindu statecharts (much
as Featherweight Java [9] captures the key ingredients of class-based object-
oriented programming);

2. formalizes for FSL (by a means of a set of typing rules) the well-formedness
checks supported by Yakindu Statechart Tools;
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3. defines Featherweight Delta Statechart Language (FDSL), a core
textual language for delta-oriented SPLs where variants are written in FSL,
that captures the key ingredients of the delta operations on Yakindu stat-
echarts supported by the HyVar toolchain;

4. defines (on top of the formalization in points 1, 2 and 3 above) a family-
based analysis for guaranteeing that all the variants can be generated and
are well formed; and

5. illustrates how the implementation of the analysis in the HyVar toolchain
has been applied on the HyVar case study.

The Yakindu statecharts language is defined as an ECore metamodel [1].
In the HyVar toochain, the language of deltas on Yakindu statecharts is defined
by the DeltaEcore tool suite [12], which supports developers in defining delta
languages for Ecore metamodels. The core languages FSL and F∆SL, which
capture the key ingredients of delta-oriented programming on Yakindu state-
charts, have been designed in order to enable providing a formal account of the
SPL analysis (cf. point 4 above).

The proposed family-based well-formedness checking mechanism for delta-
oriented SPL of FSL statecharts is inspired by the type checking approach for
delta-oriented SPLs of Java-like programs proposed in [7]. In [7], starting from a
set of typing rules for IFJ [5] (an imperative version of Featherweight Java [9]),
it is shown how to define a family-based type-checking analysis for SPLs writ-
ten in IF∆J (a language for delta-oriented SPLs of IFJ programs). In order to
enable using the technique proposed for IF∆J SPLs to define a family-based
well-formedness analysis for SPLs written in F∆SL, the notion of well-formed
FSL statechart has been formalized by a means of a set of typing rules. Since the
structure of an FSL statechart is more complex than the structure of an IFJ pro-
gram, the technique proposed in [10] had to address this additional complexity.
In particular:

– An IFJ program has only classes and attributes, while statecharts have a
recursive structure where composite states can contain composite states that
can contain states themselves—in the formalization of the analysis this has
been addressed by introducing a notion of path to identify where an element
is placed in a statechart.

– The elements of an IFJ program have only one dependency slot (classes
depend on their super classes, and fields and methods depend on the types
and method they use in their declaration), while the elements in a statechart
have a more fine grain structure where several parts can be changed (for
instance, each part of a transition can be changed)—in the formalization of
the analysis this has been addressed by introducing the notion of dependency
slots.

3 Conclusion and Future Work

The paper [10] originated in the context of the HyVar project, while enhancing
the preliminary version of the HyVar toolchain (that supported delta-oriented
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SPLs of Yakindu statecharts) by adding support for an SPL analysis that au-
tomatically checks that all the variants can be generated and are well formed.
The paper [10] provides a formal account of the well-formedness SPLs analysis
technique integrated into the toolchain, and illustrates how the analysis has been
applied to an industrial case study.

In future work we would like to further evaluate the implementation by con-
sidering other case studies. We also plan to define other static analyses for delta-
oriented SPL of Yakindu statecharts (like, e.g., model checking) and to incor-
porate them into the HyVar toolchain.
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